
Seismic hazard map and seismicity in the WQSZ (Government of
Canada, 2021). Location of Montreal indicated by red arrow and circle.
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Multiple drivers for the strong
intracratonic seismic activity

The isostatic
rebound of the crust
resulting from the
LGM (18000 yrs ago)
creates a fast uplift
rate in Québec1.

The Great Meteor Hotspot track is well aligned with the
WQSZ, which suggests that it could have thermally
weakened the crust and reactivated the region2.

The seismicity in Western Québec occurs close to late
Precambrian to early Paleozoic rift arms, which suggests
that the zone is slowly reactivating3.

• Mw 6+ earthquakes have caused damage in Quebec
over the last ~500 years
•It has the second highest seismic risk in all of Canada
•Despite risk, no surface-rupturing fault scarps have been
identi�ied to date
•Lack of identi�ied scarps is due to vegetation, slow fault
activity rates, and recently deglaciated surface
•Recently released ~2m lidar covering southern
Quebec provides an unprecedented opportunity to
look for fault scarps

Study area
While undertaking a regional survey
using lidar imagery, we identi�ied a
pronounced scarp that we refer to as the
Saint-Liguori scarp, 50km NNE of
Montréal (Montréal is the yellow
polyogon).
The location of the scarp makes it a
candidate fault for the 1732 M5.8
Montréal Earthquake.
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4 Fieldwork potentially indicates the �irst surface rupture of quaternary active
scarp ever found in Québec.
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From remote sensing and �ield
mapping, we observed that the scarp
height is constantly 2m.
Along strike, the upthrown (south)
side is bedrock and the north side is
lake Champlain clays4.

We conducted a ground
penetrating radar (GPR) survey to see
pro�ile at depth.

The processed data contained strong
re�lectors to south and a chaotic zone
NNE.

We interpret that this contact may reveal
the presence of a normal fault scarp
from the surface to a depth of at least
5m.

Observation of a bedrock-clay contact in
Quaternary sediments. Clay beds showing drag

folding between the arrows, and dashed line showing
the position of the fault zone.
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Future work
Preliminary observations are consistent with our interpretation that this scarp may be fault-related.

In 2023 we will dig a trench (T) to:
•Determine whether post-glacial sediments show evidence of fault offset/damage
•Log and interpret unconsolidated depositional history
•Measure total displacement on bedrock interface, soil horizons
•Recover dateable material from any offset layers
•Test for evidence of older/ancient fault-related structures in bedrock
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